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BACKGROUND
Scientists claim that the human race’s survival is because of running. As a species we are relatively 
slow, but in combination with our exceptional endurance and ability to sweat we can run longer 
than any other animal.

Today running has developed into a sport and a way to improve one’s health. Running is the most 
common form of exercise in Sweden and accounts for 35% of all workouts. The Swedes annually 
spend about 50 billion SEK on exercise and health, and 63% exercise regularly. Compared to the 
rest of EU, Sweden is at the top with 75% who exercise fairly regularly, while the EU average is 48%. 
Ages 18-35 are those who exercise the most.

REASONS WHY THE SWEDES WORK OUT

• 80% exercise for health reasons
• 62% exercise to get more energy
• 34% exercise to get a better looking body
• 29% exercise because they think it’s funny

Running contributes tremendously to the physical well-being, such as an improved immune system, 
reduced risk of cancer and diabetes, increased bone strength and a healthier weight. There is also 
a positive impact on mental health, such as increased self-confidence, reduced stress, increased 
productivity and improved memory.

PROBLEM
While running has a strong positive effect on the body and mind there are some common side 
effects. These occur due to over-load damage, wear damage, stress fractures and inflammation of 
the tendons and ligaments. The reason these injuries happen is because of bad footrest (over- and 
under-pronation), poor attenuation, too rapid increase in the amount of exercise, too intensive exer-
cises and a bad running technique.

About 70% of all runners get injured within a twelve month period. 17% injure the feet and ankles, 
13% get problems with the shins and 11% injure the hip and pelvis. The biggest problem is runner’s 
knee (Iliotibial band syndrome), where as much as 40% will experience it. This is due to overprona-
tion (large tread-angle sideways) of the feet and is usually treated with rest, cortisone injections or 
surgery.

SPECIFIED PROBLEM
How can repetitive strain injuries among runners be prevented in urban areas?

TARGET GROUP
People who are interested in running between the ages of 18–40. This age range has a much great-
er purchasing power than any previous generation, and also has the most practitioners of running.

DELIMITATIONS
I have chosen to limit myself to running in an urban environment because most of the world’s popu-
lation live in cities. Running in a city entails other conditions with asphalt as the main surface, heavy 
traffic, decreased air quality, etc. in relation to rural areas.

How can repetitive strain injuries among runners be prevented in urban areas?
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MAIN PARTNER
TECHNOLOGICAL FEEDBACK

Stefan Olander, Vice President of Digital Sports.

COLLABORATING PARTNERS

ANATOMY & ERGONOMY
BIOMECHANICAL FEEDBACK

Peter Wedman, orthopaedic and foot specialist.

USER STUDIES
USER FEEDBACK

IFK Umeå’s running group has over 700 members 
ranging from kids to seniors and is open for every-
body. They practice twice a week all year round 
and the skill level ranges from beginner to profes-
sional runner. Emphasis is put on having fun and 
competing with yourself.
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70% hurt themselves within a 12-month period

WHY DO YOU GET HURT?

Repetitive strain injuries
Wear injuries
Inflammation
Chronic pain

Lacking technique
Wrong foot strike

Too big stride
Too intensive workouts

Lacking products
Too little cushioning

Bad support
Pseudo-research
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FOOT ANATOMY
The human feet has 26 bones, 33 joints, and more 
than 100 muscles, tendons, and ligaments. The foot is 
divided into 3 areas: hindfoot, midfoot, and forefoot.

The hindfoot consists of the ankle bone and the heel 
bone. The two long bones of the lower leg, the tibia 
and fibula, are connected to the top of the talus to form 
the ankle. Connected to the talus at the subtalar joint, 
the calcaneus, the largest bone of the foot, is cush-
ioned underneath by a layer of fat.

The five bones of the midfoot form the arches of the 
foot which serves as shock absorbers. The midfoot is 
connected to the hind- and fore-foot by muscles and the 
plantar fascia.

The forefoot is made up of the five toes and the corre-
sponding five proximal long bones.

The midfoot and forefoot make up the dorsum (area 
facing upwards).

Insight

7,3 million Swedes suffer from over- or under-pronation. Another major problem within orthopaedics 
is their education about the feet. Orthopaedics only get a two day long education when studying. If 
they want to learn more they have to look elsewhere. Another problem is that the doctor often over-
look the cause of the problem. If a user comes in with pain in the knees the knees are treated but not 
the source of the problem, the feet.
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RUNNING INJURIES
Running injuries occur due to over-load damage, wear damage, stress fractures and inflammation 
of the tendons and ligaments. The reason these injuries happen is because of bad technique, poor 
attenuation, too rapid increase in the amount of exercise or too intensive exercise. A problem is that 
once you’ve gotten injuried there is not much you can do. Massage, putting ice on the affected area 
and rest for a couple of weeks are the most common treatments. Often these recommendations are 
not followed and people start to work out earlier than they should, leaving them prone to making 
their injury worse.

Over- and under-pronation is when the ankle is either tilted inwards (overpronation) or outwards 
(supination/underpronation). About 3/4 Swedes suffer from over- or under-pronation. It is natural to 
pronate as it acts as the body’s shock absorpotion system, but too much can lead to damages in 
the whole body.

Running technique directly affect the injury frequency. Assymetrical, too long stride, too short stride 
and too high impact force will increase the user’s risk of injury. The way the user strikes the ground 
(angle, force, rotation) will also greatly affect how the impact is affecting the body.

The amount and intensity of excerise also influence the injury rate. About 70% of all runners get in-
jured within a twelve month period. 17% injure the feet and ankles, 13% get problems with the shins 
and 11% injure the hip and pelvis. The biggest problem is runner’s knee (Iliotibial band syndrome), 
where as much as 40% will experience it. This is due to overpronation of the feet and is usually 
treated with rest, cortisone injections or surgery.

An increasingly more common problem is the rise of the average weight of the Swedish population, 
that has gone up 5 kg in the last 20 years. When running this is amplified about 5 times which 
mens the user weigh 25 extra kgs. This combined with the ongoing trend to run with barefoot or 
minimalist shoes with less cushioning puts an enormous amount of force on our body and we get 
injured.

Foreseeing a risk of injury is hard. As Tim Clarke at the stratup RunScribe says: “Unlike a sport such 
as cycling, where crashes are common, most running injuries aren’t sudden, they slowly develop.” 
To realise a risk of injury, constant analysation of the impacting forces on the body is necessary.

70% get injured in a 
12-month period while 

running

75% suffer from over- 
or under-pronation

80% run to
get healthier

REPETITIVE STRAIN INJURIES FROM RUNNING

All RSI-related running injuries originate in the feet. The feet are the body’s foundation and the 
connection between the body to the ground, and therefore take the impact first and hardest. Shoes 
reduce the impact force but they don’t correct for your heelstrike, over/under-pronation, running 
technique or intensity. They might protect the feet, but if not used correctly the impact forces will 
spread upwards in the body.
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Spinal compression

Piriformis syndrome

Achilles tendonitis

Fat Pad Syndrome

Patellofemoral Pain Syndrome

Plantar fasciitis

Ilitobial Band Syndrome

Problem area
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RUNNING EQUIPMENT
There’s a lot of development within the running market. 
Swedes alone spend 50 billion SEK annualy on exercise 
equipment and a serious runner spend approximately 
6000 SEK per year on equipment. Running has gone from 
being a simple sport that everyone could partake in as 
long as they had a pair of shoes to something of a mate-
rial sport like fishing and golf.

AREAS OF INTEREST
Since the feet are the origin of RSI problems 
they are also the area I focused on. The big 
market of wearables and the spiking inter-
est of a quantified self was also something I 
found interesting to look into.
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INTERVIEWS WITH IFK UMEÅ’S RUNNING GROUP
I visited IFK Umeå’s running group during practice to get a feeling of their attitude towards running, 
their running habits and if they’ve encountered any injuries by running.

Insight

A lot of people in the group currently have or have had problems with their body due to repetitive stress inju-
ries from running. Sprains, runner’s knee and a hurting hip are common and some have chronic pain. Most of 
the runners said the reason they run is to get healthier and get a communal feeling. Almost everybody tracked 
their workout in some way, mainly with a pulse watch or mobile application.
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Prefers to run outside

98%

Has gotten hurt during running

CONCLUSION
Runners in the survey are young- to middle-aged -adults who prefer to run outside about 3 times a 
week, 0-10km at a time. 77% track their run and the same amount of people run to get healthier, 
which made me assume that they are the same group of people. 63% had gotten injured from run-
ning and 60% say function is the most important aspect when buying new running shoes. Where 
they run was split between the forest, street and park with a tendency towards running in the forest. 
This result is affected by the geographic location of the polled people, as most of them come from 
rural areas.

63%

Runs to get healthier

75%

Tracks their run

77%

Runs 0-10km / week

73%

Uses custom insoles

1/10

Uses a traditional running shoe

70%

Are between 20-39 years old

75%
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Persona / Casual Cajsa
Name
Age
Sex
Location
Occupation
Social status

Attributes

Activities

Running traits

Cajsa Dahl
23
Female
Malmö, Sweden
Student
Single

Ambitious
Outgoing
Adventurous
Healthy

Traveling
Social media
Friends
Cooking

Runs with her friends
Participates in colour- and 
masquerade-runs

Background
Cajsa is an outgoing young woman who studies to become a teacher. She is very commited to her 
studies, but tries to take time off for a run a couple of times a week to keep her mood up and stress 
down. Cajsa spends 2500SEK/year on running equipment and put big effort into finding the best 
fitting shoe possible. Her long time dream is to backpack around Australia exploring the nature 
and culture.

CIARAS FAVOURITE PRODUCTS

Runkeeper appIphone

HeadphonesOutdoor backpack
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Persona / Competitive Carl
Name
Age
Sex
Location
Occupation
Social status

Attributes

Activities

Running traits

CARLS FAVOURITE PRODUCTS

Carl Eriksson
40
Male
Stockholm, Sweden
Developer
Divorced with kids

Targeted
Competetive
Curious
Explorer

Technology
Family
 

Often runs alone
Participates in races
Competes with himself
Analyses his runs
Runs to relieve stress

Background
Carl is a single parent spending a lot of time taking care of his two young kids. When having 
time off he spends it with his family or trying to take care of his body. Running is one of the few 
times when he gets to be alone and focus on himself. Carl is very interested in his own devel-
opment and data. He wears his fitness tracker 24/7 to ensure he gets the excersise he needs 
after sitting the whole day at work. He spends 6000SEK/year on running equipment and is very 
curious about the latest tracking devices on the market. His current goal is to participate in the 
annual city marathon.

Tracking bracelet

Minimalist
running shoe

Cannondale
bicycle

Samsung phone
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RUNNING IN URBAN AREAS
Running in an urban area entails different conditions compared to the common forest track. The most im-
portant factor is the ground and terrain. The urban runner is mostly running on asphalt which easier leads 
to repetitive strain injuries because of inadequate cushioning. Parks are also common and the surface is 
usually flat with some hills and the occasional stairs. What is not as necessary when running in a city is 
the lateral (sideways) support in the shoes that is a must in trail runners.

Comparing the experience of running in the forest to running in a big city can be described with one 
word, crowded. You are not alone and you have to be careful of the environment around you to avoid 
accidents. After a while of running you will eventually run out of route options and have to experience the 
same environment over and over again. This may lead to a lack of attention and therefore expose you to 
potentional accidents due to dense traffic or a busy environment.

“While running on asphalt 
support in the longitudinal 
axis is the most important”

“Asphalt is harder than other 
running surfaces and wears 

body and shoes more”

DENSE TRAFFIC
Busy, tight and stressed 

situations.

AIR QUALITY
Toxic fumes from traffic

RUNNERS VISIBILITY
“In busy environments it’s 

easy to blend in as a runner”

NO/LITTLE VARIATION
Regarding routes, environment 

and ground properties.

TERRAIN
Surface
Environment variation

ROUTES
Limited amount of 
routes to choose from

Things to have in mind

“The runner has to 
predict behaviors of 

others”

Area of interest
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VISITING PETER WEDMAN, FOOT SPECIALIST
Peter Wedman is an orthopaedic technician and foot specialist since over 30 years. He started his 
career at Norrlands University Hospital as an orthopaedic and then moved on to found “Ortolab 
AB”, “Helgjutet” and “Normalings skor”, all working with custom-made insoles. He has worked 
with the Swedish national football team and got flown to South Korea during the 2002 FIFA Wold 
Cup to make insoles for David Beckham’s troubling feet. Today he travels a lot in the northern re-
gion of Sweden to help people with their feet.

GENERIC VS CUSTOM INSOLES

Generic insoles are cheap and available for purchase in 
sports stores, shoe stores etc. for around 200SEK. Generic 
insoles are comfortable, but they don’t remedy the user’s 
problem and they don’t fit snuggly in the shoes.

A custom insole can remedy most problems connected to 
the feet and is sanded to fit the user’s shoes, but the issue is 
that very few people get them. The process is tedious and it 
is also expensive, costing around 2000SEK. There’s also an 
issue in Sweden where many doctors send the orthopaedic 
patient to a sports store instead of a specialist because the 
county doesn’t pay for insoles.

IMPORTANT FACTORS FOR GOOD INSOLES

• Arch height (low/mid/high)
• Pressure
• Flexibility
• Shape

CREATING A CUSTOM INSOLE

Peter offered to make a pair of insoles 
for my feet and analysed my posture 
and my legs rotation. He also looked if 
I was pronating in any way and asked 
if I have had any problems with my feet. 
Then he looked closer at my feet and 
touched certain points to see if I had any 
common pain. After the physical analysis 
he scanned my feet with a Kinect sensor 
(the same one Xbox use) to create a depth 
image of my feet, and then he loaded the 
3D model into a special software. There 
he added support for my feet and then the 
3D file was ready for production. A coule 
of weeks later the insole is ready for fitting 
and testing.
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GETTING A COMFORT INSOLE

GETTING A CUSTOM INSOLE

RUN

RUN

EXPERIENCE PAIN

EXPERIENCE PAIN

RECEIVE GENERIC INSOLE
SEEK HELP FROM
HEALTH CENTER

SEEK HELP FROM
HEALTH CENTER

SEE ORTHOPAEDIC

Visit 1
SEE ORTHOPAEDIC

Visit 2
SEE ORTHOPAEDIC

SEE DOCTOR

SEE DOCTOR

ANALYSIS 
FEET SCAN

TESTING INSOLE 
ADJUSTMENTS

RECEIVE CUSTOM 
DYNAMIC INSOLE

Cheap and fast process.

Tim
e consum

ing process
Is comfortable but doesn’t 

remedy the problem.

W
aiting for results

Waiting for final insole

Is comfortable and 
remedies the problem.

FLOWCHART
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OPPORTUNITY
What if an insole could fit the user individually and be almost 
as effective as custom solutions, while being cheaper and readi-
ly accessible as generic insoles?

CONCLUSION
After talking to Peter I learned that an insole might not be 
enough to solve the problem, as issues can also be created by 
the shoe, the environment and running technique.

SUPPORT

Generic insole

Custom insole

PRICE
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SHOE WORKSHOP WITH CATHARINA HENJE
Catharina Henje is a teacher at Umeå Institute of Design and has a background in ergonomic 
studies. Together we discussed running injuries and other problems with shoes such as the flat soles 
in Converse and the importance of arch support. We collected seven different pairs of shoes and 
Catharina showed me what to look for in a shoe for optimal ergonomy, stability and support.

IMPORTANT SHOE FACTORS

• The heel should be a tight fit without extending over the Achilles tendon
• The shoes width should be adjustable with the laces
• Laces are more ergonomic if flat rather than round
• Ample cushioning is crucial
• Heel-to-toe drop affects posture and footstrike
• The shoe should be flexible in the front and back, but steady in the middle
• When compressed the shoe should be bent behind the toes, not across the whole shoe
• Ankle support provides extra stability
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INTERNAL FACTORS

INTENSITY
FOOT STRIKE

CADENCE
STRIDE LENGTH

WEIGHT
LEG LENGTH

PRONATION ANGLE

EXTERNAL FACTORS

GROUND
CUSHIONING

STABILITY
FLEXIBILITY
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DIFFERENT KINDS OF RUNNING SHOES
Running shoes are divided into five different categories. The most common is the cushioned/neu-
tral shoe with moderate cushioning and some stabilizing elements. The current trend is that peo-
ple is leaning more towards minimalist shoes.

MOTION CONTROL
Motion control shoes are the most rigid and heavy shoes avail-
able. They have more support and cushion than other running 
shoes and are recommended for people with flat feet and/or a 
high body weight.

STABILITY
Stability shoes are recommended for people who overpronate. 
This means your foot tends to roll inward slightly when you’re 
running.

CUSHIONED/NEUTRAL
Cushioned or “neutral” shoes are designed for runners with 
medium to high arched feet. Runners with this type of foot are 
classified as supinators.

MINIMALIST
These shoes tend to have little to no cushioning or support. They’re 
meant to mimic barefoot running as closely as possible while still 
providing the protection many people need.

BAREFOOT
Same principle as the minimalist shoe but with separate compart-
ments for the toes and often a less of a sole.
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POSITIONING OF PRODUCT EXPRESSION

SLEEK

LESS FUNCTION MORE FUNCTION

BULKY

Vision
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FUNCTIONAL INSPIRATION FROM ORTOPEDIC SHOES

Rocker bottom sole

Breathable upper

Slight heel drop

Firm heel counter

Side support
Flat shoe laces

Contoured footbed
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FOOT PODS
I decided to look into products that can analyse the user’s runs 
because of an interest for the quantified self. Foot pods work in 
a similar way to workout applications and wrist-based wear-
ables with the difference that they can also accurately track 
your steps, cadence and stride.

DYNASTREAM
Dynastream produces a foot pod as a 
white-label1 product for Garmin, Suunto and 
Adidas. They share the same internals but 
are branded differently and use different mo-
bile applications. They are mounted on the 
shoelaces.

1A white-label product is a product or service pro-
duced by one company that other companies re-
brand to make it appear as if they made it.

795 SEK 550 SEK 700 SEK
RUNSCRIBE

RunScribe started out as a campaign on Kick-
starter and is the most advanced foot pod on 
the market. It is mounted on either the shoelac-
es or the heel of the shoe with silicon or a clip.

NIKE+IPOD
The NIKE+iPod was released in 2006 
and was the first foot pod. It is placed 
in a special made socket in the sole of 
NIKE shoes. It shares the same function-
sa as the Dynastream foot pod.

1575 SEK

380 SEK
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NIKE+ IPOD

+
Easy to use with automatic 
on/off and little physical user 
interaction. Great presenta-
tion of data.

–
Only shows basic information 
such as length, time, pace 
and calories. A bit inaccurate 
if not calibrated correctly.

CONCEPT
Combining the content delivery and 
usability of the NIKE+ iPod with the 
vast amount of data from the Run-
Scribe sensor and integrating it into 
a pair of running shoes.

EASE OF USE VS DEEP INSIGHT

RUNSCRIBE

+
Collects all necessary data to 
prevent injury.

–
Only collects raw data that 
is readable by scientists and 
professionals. Regular users 
can’t understand the data.
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WORKSHOP
I held a workshop within the design school to kickstart the idea 
generation and get new perspectives. I gathered 9 designers 
and asked the participants 3 questions:

How can a sensor be integrated/attached in/to a shoe?

What can you do with the information the sensor collects?

How can adjustments be made around your feet to prevent injury?

Questions asked during the workshop
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WORKSHOP RESULTS
During the hour long workshop we had great discussions about 
how to integrate a sensor in a shoe, how and when to present 
the collected data and ways to adjust a shoe based on the data.

Module system
Adaptable outsole

Adaptable insole

Memory foam

Application

Rental system
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POSSIBLE PRINCIPLES
I decided to zoom out a bit for my principles to broaden my view before diving deeper.

PRINCIPLE EVALUATION
I evaluated the principles with 7 runners, designers and potential buyers to decide what direc-
tion to go. The clear winner was the “Analyse & Adjust“-concept and also what I decided to 
continue working with. What I found interesting was that a majority found it to be the best sollu-
tion but also felt it could be the least user friendly. Therefore I had to put more focus on usability 
in the future development.

FEASIBILITY II II III

SCAN
& ORDER

ANALYSE
& ADJUST

“I believe more in a product I can adjust myself”

“Stores have other incentives than just your health. We live in a market economy”

“Frequency is important, I want quantity over quality”, about measuring actively 
versus measuring once in a store.

BORROW
& ANALYSE

PHYSICAL SUPPORT IIIII I I

MENTAL SUPPORT IIIII II

INCENTIVE TO USE IIIII II

RELIABILITY I IIII II

USABILITY III I III

ADDED VALUE IIIII II

TOTAL 6 31 11

SCAN & ORDER
Orthopaedics

+
Facilitates the process of 
getting custom orthodics

–
One-time adjustment

ANALYSE & ADJUST
Privata användare

+
Aktiv analys

Kan tillåta löpande justeringar
Förutspå skador

Ytterligare information

–
Kunskapsbaserad

Potentiellt dyr

+
Aktiv analys
Lättillgängligt

–
One-time adjustment

BORROW & ANALYSE
Företagsfokuserat
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SENSOR TECHNOLOGY
I had to look into what type of sensor I needed to be able to analyse everything I wanted in the final 
product (while being small and reasonably priced). InvenSense’s MEMS (Microelectromechanical 
systems) sensors are used in all iPhones, several products from Samsung, other smartphone manu-
facturers and almost all wearables. They are small, reliable and cheap and the second generation 
9-axis sensor “MPU-9250” is able to detect acceleration, vibration, shock, tilt and rotation. They 
cost $4,77 (~40 SEK) per sensor and are 3x3x1mm in size.

The data the MPU-9250 collects can (with the right algorithms) be used to determine the impact 
force, pronation angle, footstrike and strike angle. It can also provide a lot of added value by 
showing the amount of steps, cadence

The abilities of a MEMS-sensor

The 9 axes the MPU-9250 can sense

1:1 size of the MPU-9250 (3x3x1mm)

Acceleration Vibration Shock Tilt Rotation

I tested my theory by prototyping with an iPhone 
and a pulse measuring application. The applica-
tion utilises the iPhone’s camera flash to light up 
the subject and the iPhones camera (which is lo-
cated just beside the flash) registers the pulse by 
changes in colour. I tried various areas around 
the ankle and it worked great!

A reflective optical sensor (in this case a 
TCRT1000) that is enable to measure pulse 
costs 4 SEK and measures 7x5x2,5mm.

PULSE MEASURING
Another aspect I wanted to look into was ways to integrate pulse measuring in a shoe. 23% of 
the users currently use a pulse watch for this as it is the only option available. To measure pulse a 
reflective optical sensor is used that sends out a light pulse into the blood vessels and then measure 
the reflective light bouncing back. Hence the sensor has to be close to the body and against an 
area with blood vessels near the skin. Integrating the sensor in the sole of the shoe doesn’t work 
because the sock blocks the signal. Integrating it on the inside of the shoe will chafe on the foot 
when running. The sensor has to be close to the body, but should not be scraping against it. What 
if the pulse meter could be integrated in the sock? During feedback with NIKE they expressed great 
interest in the idea of measuring pulse within a sock and that they have been trying to integrate 
pulse metering in shoes for a long time.

1:1 size of the TCRT1000 (7x4x2,5mm)
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CAN THE SHOE ADJUST ITSELF?
An issue with allowing the user to adjust their shoe is their incitament when to adjust and knowl-
edge about how to adjust. Should and would they adjust their shoes before or after a run based on 
the collected data? If they would stop mid run to adjust the shoes it would distract from the activity. 
Can they do it actively while running? What if they would adjust it the wrong way and make things 
worse? I discussed this with members from IFK Umeå and runners at UID and made the conclusion 
that a self-adjusting shoe with little to no user interaction would be the best sollution.

A self-adjusting shoe is optimal in terms of usability and reliability, but also feels unfeasible being 
electrical or mechanical. These solutions would either weigh too much, cost too much or require a 
lot of power. During this research I remembered the material D3O.

NON-NEWTONIAN FLUIDS
A non-Newtonian fluid is a material that is soft when handled gently, but hard-
ens when subjected to force. This means these fluids are good for absorbing 
shocks and protecting whats behind them. D3O is a commercial non-Neto-
nian fluid with long polymers that is used in protection gear in the military but 
is also spreading to the general consumer market in products such as knee 
protection pads and computer and mobile cases. It is completely analogue 
with a high durability and my hypothesis was if the regular insole could be re-
placed with an insole filled with fluid similar to D3O. When putting the shoes 
on the fluid would be soft and adapt to the user’s feet. When walking the fluid 
adapts further and when the user starts to run it hardens from the impact force. 
The fluid is now perfectly individually adapted to the user and her natural 
pronation/supination.

While reading about non-Newtonian fluid I found this snippet at Marathon.se:

“Kent Clefberg who is one of Sweden’s most seasoned long distance runners 
and is probably the one who has tried the most different models and experi-
mented with different shoes during his long career has ran in everything from 
conventional excercise shoes to climbing shoes and sandals. An enthusiast 
with visions: - Imagine a fluid in which you put your feet in. After a while it 
hardens and you get like a thin sock or rubber skin on your foot. The bottom 
part maybe is a little thicker, but you get something that is adapted exactly 
after your own foot.”

To verify my idea I visited orthopaedic Peter Wedman to discuss and verify 
this. He was very positive to the idea but pointed out that some support under 
the transversal and longitudinal foot arches would be necessary in order to get 
a stabile shoe with good ergonomic properties.

I also had a phone meeting with Stefan Olander at NIKE to discuss this. He 
told me that NIKE have been conducting research about non-Newtonian fluids 
in the last years, and are currently working with introducing non-newtonian 
fluids in their shoes.

SOLE CONSTRUCTION
I decided on a semi orthopaedic insole with 
support for the transversal and longitudinal foot 
arches and a layer of adaptive and shock-absorb-
ing plastic clay. The clay is a solid fluid and will 
adapt to the user’s feet when putting them on and 
walking.  During this stage is also when the user 
has a natural stride. When running the feet pro-
nate/supinate more but the clay will harden by 
force and act as support and shock-absorbant.

By selling the insole with the shoe it will be more 
rigid and fit better than aftermarket insoles since 
the insole will be made specifically for a specific 
shoe model.

The density of D3O ranges from 250–350kg/
m3. Compared to EVA (used in regular running 
shoes) with a density of 250-350kg/m3, D3O is 
a little bit heavier. An insole with a thickness of 
5mm contains a volume of about 150cm3. With 
EVA the insole would weigh 22,5–37,5g. With 
D3O it would weigh 37,5–52,5g. Runners are 
always hunting for the lowest weight but this is a 
negligible difference, especially compared to the 
benefits it provides.

OUTSOLE (GRIP & WEAR)

MIDSOLE (CUSHIONING)

INSOLE (STABILIZATION)

CLAY (ERGONOMY/SHOCK ABSORPTION)

TEXTILE (COMFORT)
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FEEDBACK FROM PETER WEDMAN
I presented my ideas to Peter Wedman in Nordmaling and ge was 
very interested in the semi-orthopaedic approach and the fluid insole. 
He told me about how I should layout the bottom sole to be as ergo-
nomic as possible.
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SOLUTION
The final concept is a sensor-enabled shoe with an ergonomic and 
dynamic insole that is coupled with an application. Measuring the 
user’s biomechanics and making the lab quality data understandable 
through an application, then making the trackable actionable.

Semi-orthopaedic shoe

Built-in support

9-axis gyro Pulse meter

Active analysation

Active adjustments

Shock-absorbant

AppData

Non-newtonian fluid

011001110110011

CONCEPT
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THUMBNAIL SKETCHES
I sketched thumbnails to express various form 
directions, features, functions and details.

Wrapped sole

Visible D3O

Protective sole
Zipper

Side lacing

Integrated sock
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FORMBOARDS
3 formboards were made as inspiration for the final direction. 
The final product should express a feeling of protection, while 
looking dynamic and expressing minimalism.

Hugging surfaces

Bumps

Compound curves

Layering

Ridges

Cushioning

Taut curves

Expanding lines

Adaptive

PROTECTIVE DYNAMIC

Simple geometry

Monochrome

Contrast

MINIMALISTIC
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SENSOR INTEGRATION

PULSE METER

PULSE METER

PCB + BATTERY (REMOVABLE)

BATTERY

PCB

+
Battery protected
Centered weight

-
Battery not as accessible
Short battery life

+
Battery easily accessible

-
Battery not as protected
More weight on the back
Short battery life

PCB + BATTERY (REMOVABLE)

+
Battery protected
Long battery life
Centered weight

-

Chosen principle based on usability and feedback

REMOVAL OF THE PULSE MEASUREMENT

During a phone call with Stefan Olander the pulse measurement was discussed. While he liked it 
as a concept he told me there is some drawbacks. I got vocal access to some of NIKE’s research 
and some reasons why there isn’t a pulse meter in shoes yet:

• There’s a lot of background noise from the impact force
• Pulse meters are only really usable for professional athletes
• Regular users who measure pulse don’t really know what to do with it
• Constant pulse measuring eats a lot of battery

Considering this feedback I decided to not include the pulse meter in my final design. Pulse is not 
needed to measure a risk of injury and the target group doesn’t need to know their pulse to improve 
their runs. But the main reason for me to remove pulse was the impact on battery life and usability. 
By removing the pulse sensor the battery life can be stretched from 6 hours to about 400 hours 
and the user don’t have to charge their shoe ever. The battery will last longer than the shoe and is 
removable when it is time to recycle.
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FORM DEVELOPMENT
I made some quick mashups with features I liked and evaluated 
them with students at the design school.

PROTECTIVE

MINIMALISTIC

DYNAMIC
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PHOTOSHOP KEY SKETCHES 
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BEFORE RUN

SETTINGS

FOOT STRIKE
(Toe/Mid/Heel)

FORM FEEDBACK ON/OFF

DURING RUN

LIVE FEEDBACK
INFORMATION

DISTANCE
TIME

CADENCE
PACE

CALORIES

MAP

MENU

SPLASH SCREEN

AFTER RUN

Analyze
Compare

Tips

STATISTICS

HISTORY

APP ARCHITECTURE
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CAD

FEEDBACK SESSION WITH NIKE
I sent my material to Stefan Olander at NIKE for feeback and we discussed my material so far in 
the process over phone. NIKE is working with the quantifying self within sports right now and I was 
told the project’s timing is spot on. We spoke a lot about user-friendly design and the feedback 
was positive about the way I wanted to present the data with clear, easy to understand information 
and live voice feedback instead of raw data. We discussed how the voice feedback should be 
delivered to the user and agreed that periodical voice feedback with information about what could 
be corrected and also how the runner should correct her technique was the way to go. Mixed to-
gether with sporadical positive encouragement to maintain motivation and not build up a negative 
conditioning around the feedback was also decided. The non-newtonian insole was received well 
and is also something NIKE is experimenting with. “Run forever” and “run safe” was two recurrent 
phrases during the call. It’s NIKE’s new approach of taking care of their customers and giving them 
a safer run. Lastly we discussed branding, marketing and logo placement. NIKE always try to show 
the “NIKE” logo or the Swoosh from all angles in their shoes.
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RAW TEXTILE VISIBLE REFLEX DIGITAL TEXTURE DURABLE RUBBER SATURATED ACCENT

CMF
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COLOURWAYS
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NIKE+ CASUAL ACTIVE
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MATERIAL

FLYKNIT

FLYWIRE

BIO-BASERAD POLYURETAN

REFLEX

EVA

MILJÖGUMMI
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SWOOSH

NIKE+
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DIGITALT MÖNSTER

12MM OFFSET

DIGITALT MÖNSTER

ROCKER BOTTOM

DYNAMISKT CUT
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DAG

NATT
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CR3032 BATTERY

WATERPROOF & DURABLE RUBBER CASING

WATERPROOF & DURABLE RUBBER CASING

2MM SCREWS

PCB

MICROPROCESSOR

BLUETOOTH LE (LOW ENERGY)

9-AXIS GYRO & ACCELEROMETER

NIKE+ SHOE POD
The brain behind it all. A small device that measures the athlete’s 
progress and sends it to the wearers mobile phone.

The sensor is removable if the battery needs to be changed or the shoe recycled.

40MM

5M
M

32MM
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BEFORE 
Connect to the sensor and select 
what type of footstrike you want. 
Then add your weight, age and 

height to get accurate information.

DURING
Get live feedback on your run, such 
as your foot strike, amount of impact 
force applied to the feet, cadence 
and pronation angle. Also tracks 
common stats (distance, time, pace 
etc.).

AFTER
Analyse your run and get action-

able feedback on how to improve.
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RUN FOREVER. 
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MODEL BUILDING

3D printed outsole Cleaning the 3d printed sock All parts sanded and ready for paint Parts ready for assembly
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